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Farms and Free Enterprise: 
Messaging on Reducing Agriculture Subsidies

Messaging Priorities

Challenge traditional views of farms – Americans are less supportive of subsidies to multi-million dollar, 
hobby, and technologically-advanced farms.

Success stories like those in New Zealand help to allay fears over impact of reducing subsidies.

Grab attention with high costs to taxpayers.

Highlight weaker subsidies to very large or very small farms, when crops have not been impacted, or for 
minor dips in revenue.

Referring to subsidies as money from taxpayers increases opposition by 6% on average.

Source: Recommendations based off an online survey using a national representative sample of 902 U.S. voters conducted August 26, 2016  with a 
margin of error of ±3.3%.

Majority Support Scaling Back Subsidies 
After Messaging

Support

Oppose

58% - The U.S. should move away from subsidies 
to agricultural producers, starting by getting rid of 
subsidies agricultural producers get when they 
make less money than they expected, and 
keeping just those for major crop losses.

42% - The U.S. should leave subsidies to 
agricultural producers just the way they are.

+14% support post-messaging

58%

42%
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No natural disaster, pest, or disease that impacted 
their crops

‘Hobby farms’, or very small farms operated 
without any expectation of generating income

Multi-million dollar farms

Vulnerable Subsidies

Non-
Traditional 
Farms

No Crop 
Impact

Minor
Revenue
Dips

63%

54%

53%

Not very/not at all fair

No change in crop production, only a dip in expected 
revenue

Minor dips in expected revenue

53%

53%

More than half of the farms in the U.S. are very small farms 
that make less than $10,000 a year in sales.

Farming in America has come a long way in the last century.  
Thanks to advances in technology, farmers no longer need 
to rely on guesses about the weather, or blind luck to ensure 
a successful planting season...

Agricultural subsidies to manage farmers’ risk cost 
taxpayers about $15 billion each year.

Top Messages for Eliciting Concern over Subsidies
and Building Support for Reducing Them

A�ect on 
Taxpayers

Success
Stories

Challenging
Traditional
View

79%

77%

51%

More likely to support reducing

In 1984, New Zealand was forced to confront a large fiscal 
deficit, and did so in part by cutting agricultural subsidies...
New Zealand’s agricultural industry adapted, and emerged 
from the reform period stronger than ever...

Subsidies from the federal government lead to farmers 
being more responsive to government incentives than to 
consumers when deciding what to grow and how much.

48%

46%

Concerned


